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| From The Editor |

I

f you have been a member of the
Society for more than a few months
then you will be aware of John Easson.
He studied at the London College of
Printing; he joined the Society in 1967
and is in the top dozen of our longestserving members. He is a member of
the Publishing Group and frequently
contributes items to that Group, as well as
providing material for Small Printer. He
runs his own print-shop in Perth, in which
he gives tours to groups of interested
school-children and others – you may
have been fortunate to visit it if you
attended the Montrose Convention last
year. Oh yes, and he was Society President
from 1986 to 1992.
I could go on, but this is starting to
sound like an obituary. My point is that
John knows what he is talking about when
it comes to printing. On the next few pages
he has provided a well-reasoned critique
of many of the items that were given to
those who were at the Bristol Convention
in April. It’s worth reading.
I mentioned the Publishing Group a
little earlier. This may be something of a
mystery to some of our newer members,
but Rachel Marsh (who was elected as
chairman of the group at the Annual
Convention) explains all on page 162. Each
member of the Executive Council receives
a PG Bundle bi-monthly, whether or not
they are a member of the Group, and
while I was a member of the Council it was
a rare month indeed in which I was not
amazed at the skill, talent, or occasionally
just pure inspiration shown by members of
the PG. If you appreciate good printing –
or even innovative printing – then contact

Cover Image: A selection taken from
the May PG Bundle. See the article on
page 162. Image © John Easson.
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Rachel to nd out more. Her contact
details are on the inside front cover.
This issue of Small Printer, and the last,
have been very Convention-orientated. If
you were unable to attend that weekend
you may feel some slight resentment,
a feeling that you have somehow been
excluded from all this. I hope that
this isn’t so. Being a national (indeed,
international, with more than a dozen
overseas members) Society the Annual
Convention is the one occasion on which
there is the opportunity for members to
come together. One of the really good
things that has come out of the weekend
is the possibility of the re-formation of the
Bristol Branch. As you will see from the
announcement on this page, a meeting will
be held later this month to discuss that
possibility.

Potential new
Branch
You are invited to
a Post-Convention meeting
of the BPS Bristol Group
to be held on
Thursday 14th July from 7.30 pm at
The Barley Mow,
39 Barton Rd,
Bristol BS2 0LF
(close to Bristol Temple Meads Station)
to discuss re-forming the
BPS Bristol Branch.
Members and non-members
are welcome!
Enquiries should be sent to
Ian Knight at
iandknight@icloud.com.
See also the leapvalley.press
website.
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Putting your head in the lion’s mouth.

A

nyone who produces printing
for a printers’ Convention has to
be brave: you know some of the
recipients are going to spot the mistakes,
or disapprove of the design, or just
generally know how to do it much better
than you. But every year, brave and
generous souls contribute a great deal to
the event by sticking their necks out. The
result is, in fact, a great deal of inspiration
and information to those who go, and over
the years I have heard far more praise than
criticism from fellow delegates. So I want
to thank all those contributors, and pass
on these comments partly to let any who
didn’t go to Bristol have some idea of some
of what they missed. If I have made any
comments that might seem critical, I hope
they are helpful, and do not put anyone o.

The Goody Bag

T

his can contain promotional
adverts and gifts, as well as items
donated by anyone to provide
interest to delegates, or just show o
printing. The outright advertisements can
be particularly useful to new members,
giving them contacts for supplies: this
year’s bag had two leaets from Caslon
(the main supplier of Adana items), one
from a member disposing of equipment,
one advertising printing courses at the
St Bride Foundation, one advertising
the same organisation’s Wayzgoose in
May, one for a Wayzgoose in Chipping
Campden, and a beer-mat from Caslon. Of
these, the rst four were straightforward
digital productions, with only the St
Bride one being consciously ‘designerly’
using a photograph and watermark-style
images of large letters as backgrounds to
the main text to help convey the message.
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One conversation I had at the Convention
was about the diculty on commenting
usefully on the technical production
of such items, where the methods of
production are increasingly dicult to
distinguish and identify, whether inkjet,
laser, litho, or indeed others, and indeed
what one could usefully say unless there
was a serious problem. So I won’t even
try. The last three were letterpress, with
the St Bride one using wood letter and
large type in a modern style appropriately
evocative of early Victorian publicity
whilst not exactly copying it. Rather a
random selection of unrelated typefaces
contributed to the eect, while splitting
the title word over two sides encouraged
reading both, and added a little quirkiness.
The other Wayzgoose piece was 1/3 A4
format, but landscape: this allowed the
printer to set ‘Wayzgoose’ and ‘Letterpress’
in large size on either side, and a striking
‘7’ in wood letter on both sides emphasised
the date. The minimal text was in Bembo,
all printed in terracotta on a pale lemon
Ingres paper with a lovely feel and look.
The result is striking but still slightly
‘bookish’, betting the Literature Festival
context. The Caslon beer-mat, in striking
uorescent pink, had a suitably 50s style
hand-lettered text on one side, with a more
classical setting on the other in Plantin
Italic. Not quite tting the advertising
label, member Ron Prosser’s Stow Park
Church Printing Project provided a fullcolour leaet showing o their professional
production capacity, and explaining their
ethos as a business with a charitable
motivation. This was provided because
the Convention had adopted them as
beneciaries for some activities.
Next come three leaets with
competitions for recipients to try: I talk far
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too much at Conventions, so I never seem
to get round to doing these in time! Peter
White supplied a ‘Goody-Sele’ card for
members to draw their sele on (I assume
he thinks many members are not mobile
camera sele-takers, but regardless of that
it was a clever twist to t our printers/
artists membership). Featuring classical
elements of the elegant Spectrum face
and Grandjean ornaments (to provide a
frame for your picture), my copy has some
inking problems, but I had the same with
a Convention item myself, and no time
left to sort it out. Bob Edwards produces
his leaet photo competition (he has done
one now on similar lines for several years)
digitally, aimed to be specically not about
printing, so that the non-printers can
be included. The reverse has an advert
for his business, Advantage Press. Paul
Hatcher asked how many 10pt em quads
in a jar on his Allmanda Press stall (just
over 1,000 was the answer), with a nicely
letterpressed card set simply in Times NR,
complete with perforated slip to hand in,
and numbered. The numbering intrigues
me: the numbers are very accurately
aligned, but can’t be by numbering boxes
in the press (no plunger characters such as
‘No.’ show), and the poor inking and what
look like identical character defects suggest
hand numbering. The ‘hook’ to catch
the reader’s attention is the joke about
muttons (the old name for em quads),
allowing Paul to use an old block of a sheep
as an illustration.
Some items are specic to the
Convention. There’s an anonymous mini
notepad & pencil, with the Convention
logo on each sheet; a greeting card from
Chris Brinson featuring an old Adana
block on a suitably dated style card with
a moulded edge and fake deckle, printed
letterpress (of course) using a large
Festival character, Pentape, Perpetua, and
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some fancy brackets used as decoration.
Dorothy Sydenham provides a beer-mat
thermographed with a welcome message
and a stylised picture of a ower, and
Jean Watson another, with the BPS logo
spectacularly printed in four carefully
registered colours and text in a fth. Jean
achieves very good inking and impression,
with the small BPS logo on the reverse
looking remarkably sharp on such a rough
card. Jean also puts in a bookmark, equally
crisply inked and machined on her Adana
8x5. This uses four old stock illustrations,
one an Adana stock cast, the others oldstyle (1930s?) but all book and printrelated. The main title, in wood letter, is
in remarkably good condition, although
it is a rather inelegant script ‘Quill Pen’,
but it suits the period feel. A second
bookmark comes from Simon Smallwood.
This one tells a story: that of the famous
book The Specialist, with linocut and stock
illustrations, and using classic typefaces
Caslon and Fry’s Ornamented. Setting on
such a narrow format is a problem, and
Simon sensibly sets unjustied to avoid
ugly spacing.
There is a St George’s Day card printed
digitally from a lovely old (engraved?)
illustration by Chris Daniels, and Stephen
Byrne also prints his keepsake, a miniature
book (his speciality) digitally. It is a
reproduction of a nineteenth century
children’s reading book, complete with
delicate coloured illustrations. There is
also an anonymous postcard (digital I
think) but of Bath rather than Bristol.
Richard Owen partly advertises his stall
with a plain A4 sheet in which the point is
the content – information on shing ies
– rather than the printing. This is certainly
interesting, but I feel it was rather a lost
opportunity for combining both interests.
George Webb prints a note sheet with a
text contriving to allow him to use a nice
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block of a dog as illustration, and I note he
uses Canterbury type as did Jean Watson:
rather a ‘Marmite’ type, but fashionably
retro as it was very popular in the 50s and
60s. There is an anonymous fun card of a
Bunny-Copter (an ingenious piece of paper
engineering) which I happen to know came
from Chris Brinson as a BPS publicity
item. The printing might be unremarkable,
but it is also cut and creased to release
the complex shape, something not often
seen in small printers’ work. This can be
tricky to do with consistent reliable results,
but all the copies of this I’ve seen are well
done.
Last of the specic Convention items is
a card from the Red Button Press. These
appeared around the event as well as in
the bag, and simply said ‘Gert Lush’ in
bold grot wood letter in black on various
colours of card. It was only after the event I
found out this is Bristol dialect for ‘Great!’
The eect was striking, and while printing
such a bold type on an 8x5 is dicult,
these use the result of imperfections to add
character rather than aim for mechanical
impersonality. I was puzzled by the
imprint on the reverse, as it doesn’t look
like letterpress, but I concluded in the end
it probably is but with unconventional ink.
I end with two other items also
donated to go in the Goody Bag, which
were publications produced for other
reasons. One is the BPS Overseas Branch
Newsletter, produced by Kevin Thorp in
Dublin (I forgot to ask him how, but it’s not
included as an example of printing, being
in eect duplicated rather than printed),
letting ordinary members hear about the
Overseas group. It’s an interesting read,
with this particular issue having a long
article on the history of the Easter Rising,
leading into a piece on the printing of
the proclamation at the time, and a piece
about work at the Type Archive. These are
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indeed worthy of wider circulation. The
other is a sample copy of the It’s a Small
World, international compilation of pages
from printers. It is still going strong after
over 60 issues, all full of high quality and
inspirational pieces: pages have to have
content related to printing, so it’s a great
read for anyone interested in printing, and
maybe it will inspire Convention recipients
to consider taking part.
The Goody Bag itself is a white paper
bag, printed letterpress anonymously
with the Convention logo in black, and
the words ‘Goody Bag’ set in wood letter
and printed in magenta. It is functional
and eective, but I’d have been tempted to
put something more on the other side—a
quote, a joke, or just a decoration perhaps.
Whilst paper bags are easier to print
letterpress than plastic ones (and more
environmentally friendly), they are tricky:
as with envelopes you have to do careful
packing on the tympan to match the
thicknesses caused by the folding layers of
the bag. The bag folds then need to register
with the packing, or lines of low or excess
pressure will occur.

The Keepsakes
(Sussex Cup Entries)

T

hese appear at the Saturday evening
dinner, with the winning item
selected by the guest speaker on
whatever criteria they feel appropriate,
making the competition more open than
the other Society awards, for you never
know what the speaker will favour: it
can be local interest, striking or amusing
content, design, or even the printing, but
the idea is that no-one need feel they don’t
have a chance of winning. I don’t suppose
everyone puts in items just because it’s
a competition; after all, one of the joys
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of printing is that it lets you share your
work with others, and this way you get an
appreciative audience, even though that
may be a bit intimidating. Just remember
if you are a beginner that they are likely to
be more experienced than you, but they’ve
all probably had the same diculties and
made the same mistakes, and hopefully
will remember that and be forgiving.
They come in an envelope printed
anonymously by letterpress. (My guess
is Brian Foster, because it has a line of
Placard very condensed sans bold, which is
also used on his contribution in a smaller
size.) A good example of restraining the
layout to two typefaces, the other text is all
set in Perpetua variations to good eect,
with a classic euron providing decorative
strips top and bottom.
This year’s winner is indeed a ne piece
of technical printing, a set of spoof stamps
by Alan Brignull, but the design is good
(they could easily pass for real Royal Mail
issues but for the 3d price), the content
interesting (the three Society logos over the
years), and the theme of local interest with
a picture of the Society founder, William
Brace of Bristol, to complete the set. Alan
specialises in this kind of work, using a
perforator to produce real round-hole
perforations as used on stamps, and having
created his own country (Adanaland) and
town (Flatby) to refer to where needed.
There was a display of his work on show
earlier.
Alan was a worthy winner, but had the
speaker chosen any one of many of the
other items she would have been quite
justied, for there were several excellent
pieces. I am not going to try to out-judge
the speaker, so the following are not listed
in any particular order.
Brian Foster enters the most striking
item: a mini Goody Bag of his own with
eight items in it, all letterpress printed
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using an Albion and an Adana 8-5. The bag
is set with the text in a circle, which might
seem simple given say two pieces of wood
with a circular gap between them, but
is not at all easy to do. To start with, the
letters tend to skew in the gap, and then
again how do you lock up? It’s easier on
the Albion (with the type just sitting on the
at), on the Adana the lockup needs to be
right or letters will move, but I don’t know
which he used. Anyway, he manages it just
right, and designs it nicely, with the circle
of type echoing the BPS’s circular logo, the
title in plain very condensed Sans, and the
text partly in a fancy very old-fashioned
face. Now Brian has a collection of old
faces worth envying, and I’m not going to
identify all those he uses here, especially
as I lost count of the number on the New
Year card he provides, with a background
of ‘Happy New Year’ in at least a couple
of dozen faces. It has a border frame with
2017 inserted on the background, creating
the illusion that it has been superimposed.
Indeed, a few letters in the background
are cut in half, so whether he did cut them
(printers used to do such things, what
cruelty!) or had a block made (the humane
option), I can’t be sure. Then there is
an A4 poster with a motto, presumably
printed on the Albion. Big wood letter in
gold, with red text and a black border and
rule frame (with very neat corners; again I
wonder if it is from the type, or is a block,
as tting it all just that neatly is quite a
task). A small bookmark on red stock
features round-corners and silver ink, this
time using only one face, Gill Sans Bold; a
prayer is printed in gold ink in a Victorian
Script and matching period decorative
initial on a plate-sunk card; a business
card is thermographed in gold, typeset in
a curve, with a delicate motif and text in
Caslon in black; an invitation in Caslon
Italic, Palace Script and Times Italic
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with corners decorated with Madonna
Ornaments works surprisingly well for
such an odd combination, and features
another lovely light Victorian eccentric
face on the rear for the RSVP, though I feel
the Times NR Bold email address is too
heavy to look good in context; and nally
there is a postcard with a ne slightly oldfashioned drawing of Blackpool in black
as its illustration. All of these show good
presswork, and a variety of styles to match
the bag’s title of ‘Hobby Jobbing Printers
Lot’. A neat way to show o a varied
selection of items with some cohesion.
Surrey and Sussex Branch gave everyone
a spiral-bound notepad with relevant
quotations on some leaves, a lively linocut
of a ship leaving the watergate of a castle
on the front in brown on cream card, the
ship and castle being the arms of Bristol.
I imagine this was printed at a branch
meeting: not easy, as getting members to
stop talking and do some actual printing is
usually tricky from what I’ve seen at most
BPS branches.
There are three booklets. The rst is a
miniature from Simon Smallwood. This
one, A Cryptic Alphabet, is 32pp 2” by
1½” digitally printed (from a typeset
original, which was a larger size), with
a letterpressed bright blue card cover.
The theme is the old children’s alphabet
book, but with a twist that the key words
are given only by cryptic clues. The
whole originated as Simon explains from
a number of small blocks he acquired,
and was looking around to nd an
excuse to use. The result is eective
and entertaining, and the layout (while
inevitably rather messy because of the
varied blocks) is evocative of the alphabet
books.
Next, Win Armand Smith celebrates
Gutenberg in a poem in a letterpress 24pp
A6 booklet, generously illustrated, and
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hand sewn into an oversize pale blue card
cover. The front has a rectangular cut-out
to reveal the portrait of Gutenberg inside,
and is thermographed in gold with a
drawing of an elaborate picture frame. This
exploits the various colours – gold, blue,
cream paper, black ink – well to enrich the
eect. Inside, the text in Times NR varies
somewhat in alignment, but generous
margins and the placing of pictures on
almost every left-hand page give a feeling
of spaciousness and a leisurely pace to
the poem. The back cover colophon uses
a lovely Art Deco very light sans to good
eect.
The third booklet was from Paul
Hatcher, who follows the local interest
theme with a letterpress 12pp (plus foldout 2-colour map) A6 booklet, hand sewn
into a dark brown card cover printed in
silver. The content is about the village of
Charlton, which was obliterated by the
extension of the Filton aerodrome in order
to develop the unsuccessful Brabazon
bomber (later airliner). Illustrated with
linocuts for the aeroplane silhouettes and
the map, and some type illustrations,
the whole is not just full of interesting
content, but beautifully printed, and very
witty. (For example, the cover title refers
to the plane as a ‘white elephant’ with the
silhouette below in silver which of course
looks white on the card.)
Rather inconveniently I provided
an A3 poster-poem rolled up and tied
with raa, which of course wouldn’t
t neatly in the envelope. This was in
fact the third McGonagall poem (on the
invention of lithography) to accompany
the two produced to promote last year’s
convention, but somewhat delayed. Set in
Bell and illustrated with two line blocks
showing a sprig of moss and a negative
image of it, the aim was to look at least
generally in period with the poem from the

late Victorian period. Unfortunately my
inking and presswork wasn’t as good as it
should have been, so I hope the content
provided some entertainment.
Lastly there are four single cards. Chris
Daniels put in a postcard of a picture of
Concorde over the Severn Bridge. The
back is letterpress, by Chris, but he doesn’t
explain the front, so I am not sure how
it was done, though digitally seems most
likely (it’s a 4-colour halftone picture,
presumably by Chris). Tim Honnor
produces a showing of some ATF Cloister
typecast initials, beautifully inked and
printed. He uses currently popular heavy
impression on soft stock (so there’s no
doubt it’s letterpress), but such printing
makes inking highly critical to a sharp
result, as seen here. Equally well machined
but using traditional ‘kiss’ impression
is George Webb’s card with a quotation
about ne printing, set in a great eccentric
old face ‘Olympian’ looking in very good
condition. George is adept at subtle colour
combinations, and uses black, a touch of
chestnut brown, and fawn decorations
here to good eect. No slouch either at the
presswork, Rachel Marsh supplies a card
with two of her interests: history, in that it
provides a résumé of the French May ’68
uprising and its links to today, and using
letters built from design elements, here
to provide a suitable appropriate gratilike slogan as an illustration. Creative fun,
something to inform, good craftsmanship.
What more could you ask for in keepsakes?

But that’s not all . . .

T

hose two collections given out are
the most noticeable printing at
conventions, but of course there is
a lot more around: this year there were
displays (apart from the two already
mentioned) by the Publishing Group, Ron

Prosser’s Vine Press and Stow Park Church
Press, Red Hot Press, Nick Hand (the
printing cyclist) and The University of the
West of England (showing student work,
artists’ books, and collected print items)
to name a few. Then there’s the functional
printing produced by the Convention
organisers – this often has to be produced
in rather dicult circumstances, with
information changing up to the last
minute, and organisers trying to produce
printing while mid-organising, but even
so it can sometimes be admirable. This
year’s was largely clear, functional, and
straightforward. Dierent conventions
produce organisers or helpers with
dierent motivations, so one year you
can get say printed badges with a touch
of inspiration, another year it’s elaborate
programmes. This year they get full marks
for a reliable map to get delegates there, as
well as other useful advance information
before arrival, such as a provisional
programme, and an excellent abundance
of information. But an obvious item, that
usually gets a lot of attention, is the dinner
menu: this year’s was an excellent one, in
very traditional style, produced by Paul
Hatcher. Set in Garamond Italic, and
produced in A6, it has a delicate dainty
look. Paul uses Pepita Script alongside the
Garamond, rather an unexpected choice
(being much more modern and casual), but
the combination works. His decorations
are classic Grandjean eurons (built into
an elaborate pattern on one page) and he
uses bright red as the contrast to the black
text, again a classic combination. On the
front he adds decorations of the eurons
in silver. This is all printed in sharp heavy
impression on lovely soft Italian papers
with a deckle edge. Even the binding is
carefully done: the inside leaf is tipped
(glued) in, not stapled or even sewn.
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I

’d like to start by making a confession:
I joined the Publishing Group by
accident.
It happened three years ago at
the 2013 Convention in Essex. I was
actually looking for the Albion press
demonstration but ended up in a small
room full of printers whose work I
already admired, despite being a fairly
new member of the BPS. What can I say?
Everyone was very friendly, there was a
lot of laughter, and they persuaded me
to stay for the Publishing Group AGM. By
the end of the meeting I had apparently
agreed to join . . . happily, I’ve never
regretted it!
“What’s the Publishing Group for?”
someone asked me recently. It’s a good
question, and one I am unable to answer
as I suspect that there are as many
answers as there are members of the
Group. Its original purpose, Mike Elliston
tells me, was for a small group of BPS
members to share their work with fellow
printers who would appreciate the skill
that had gone into their work – and to
gain new ideas and techniques – without
having to provide hundreds of prints for
the whole (then huge) membership of the
BPS.
My reason for joining three years
ago was to learn from all those printers
who had decades of experience, and I’m
pleased to say that this approach has
totally paid off. My printing has vastly
improved in that time, largely thanks to
encouragement and advice from fellow
members. Also, the knowledge that one
is printing for other (better) printers is
a powerful incentive to make a bit of a
special effort. There can be a perception
that the PG is rather serious, and that
you have to be a very good printer before
you can join. I can assure you that I have
personally disproved both of these myths!
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And then there is the bi-monthly arrival
of the PG bundle. Ron Prosser spoke at
the 2016 PG AGM of the thrill of hearing
the bundle hit the doormat, and opening
the envelope . . . and he’s quite right,
because you never know what you
will ﬁnd inside. And herein lies the real
joy at the heart of being a PG member
– because to produce something for
the Publishing Group bundle, whether
letterpress or digital, takes a lot of time
and thought. So whatever a member
produces it will be something of a
personal passion for them, which means
that it is a privilege to receive it. A piece
of print gives you a glimpse inside the
mind of your fellow printer that no other
means of communication can convey.
I’m used to sharing and looking at work
on Twitter and Instagram, and wonderful
though these social media are (and I am
addicted to them both) they do not come
close to this. Images on screen are a poor
substitute for the real thing.
These bundle items can be inspiring,
jaw-dropping, informative, hilarious,
interesting, educational . . . and, I must
admit, occasionally bafﬂing. I know that
some of my work has bafﬂed fellow
members (just wait till they see my
contribution for the next Bundle) but that
doesn’t matter. Sometimes these things
take some time to mull over! But always
the Bundle will spark new ideas and
introduce new techniques – just as it did
when the Group was ﬁrst founded.
In short, the Publishing Group is a safe
place to play. It’s a place to experiment,
have fun, try things out; to publish your
own work and express your take on the
world; or to teach others or to make
them laugh. And PG members turn out to
be a most accepting and friendly group of
people. If you would like to be part of our
gang you would be very welcome!

Society Awards 2016
* Clockwise from top left
Printer of the Year Cup - George Webb *
For best work in previous year.
President’s Award - Margaret Rookes *
For help to President and job well done.
Brace Award - Ron Rookes *
For exceptional service to the society.
Sussex Cup - Alan Brignull *
Best Keepsake, chosen by Guest Speaker.
Publishing Group Cup - Paul Hatcher *
For the best Bundle item.
Publishing Group Award - George Webb
For the best single leaf Bundle item.
Beatrice Ward Trophy - Clive Rumble
For the best article in Small Printer.
Rosen Award - Essex Branch
For the best branch contribution
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Minutes of the Annual General Meeting of the British
Printing Society held at the Holiday Inn, Filton, Bristol,
16:30hrs on Saturday 9th April 2016.
This is an edited version of the minutes. If you would like to know
the wording in the full minutes, or would like an explanation of EC
deliberations or policy, please apply in writing to the President, Jean
Watson.
Present: Jean Watson President in the chair and 41 members in
attendance.
The President welcomed members to the 2016 Annual General Meeting and
thanked the members of Maidenhead Branch for organising a successful
weekend.
Apologies for absence had been received from 6 members.
Members stood in silence in memory of Allan Myall; Peter Shaw; Sarah
Hales; Robert Atkins; Stephen Gill; Morris David Cook; Robin Walker and
Norman Lailey, whose deaths had been notiﬁed to the Society since the
2015 AGM.
The Minutes of the 2015 Annual General Meeting were adopted as a
true record of the 2015 AGM.
The Annual Report of the Society and Accounts and Balance Sheet for
2015 had been published in the March 2016 edition of Small Printer. The
report from Shropshire was omitted due to electronic difﬁculties and would
appear in the May Small Printer. The Annual Subscription for 2016/17
had been discussed by the Executive Council at their meeting the previous
evening and they agreed to keep the subscription unaltered for another
year. It was noted however that it would be reviewed again next year.
Michael Lewis was willing to continue as Independent Examiner and was
reappointed.
The President, Jean Watson, announced that it was the recommendation
of the Executive Council that Mike Elliston be re-elected as an Honorary
Member for a further three years. This was agreed by the meeting. In
addition the President announced that the EC at their meeting the previous
evening had agreed to recommend that Bob Richardson be appointed an
Honorary Member. This was met with acclamation.
Colin Angior kindly read out the nominations for the Election of Executive
Council for 2016/17. These were the same as last year – see front
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cover of Small Printer for details. (Margaret Rookes was elected as PG
representative at their AGM following this meeting).
Before discussing the Future Conventions, the President, Jean Watson
thanked the Maidenhead Branch and their helpers for arranging such an
enjoyable and interesting weekend.
With regard to the future Conventions, sadly no Branch had offered to run
the 2017 Convention. At the request of the EC, Ron Prosser had booked
the Holiday Inn in Newport for 21st to 23rd April 2017. It had been thought
that the EC would arrange it with Ron Prosser the contact with the hotel.
Dorset Branch had offered to host the 2018 Convention which was
accepted and again they were thanked for their offer.
Other business:
Bob Edwards commented that there had been several young people today
from The University of the West of England and that hopefully some may
join the Society if there was a reduced “student’s” subscription. The EC was
asked to review this and maybe create a Student Membership category.
Libby Green said that if any Branch would like to borrow the Library they
should speak to her.
Peter White asked how the number of members this year related to last
year. The Membership Secretary said that it was roughly the same.
The President said that Terry Shapland had offered to take over the Sales
Secretary’s role from Sandra Munday. This was met with acclamation.
Sandra Munday was thanked for all she had done during her time in ofﬁce.
Bob Edwards praised the Membership Secretary for the fantastic job she
did. There was a discussion concerning how to try and get members to pay
their renewal subscription.
Chris Green – Editor - asked if he could be sent brief reports of the talks
as not everyone had been able to attend them. Also photographs would be
welcome. There would be a review of the Convention in June Small Printer.
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Robin Clarke (4064)

It is my very sad task, as Secretary of the Lincolnshire & District Branch, to
inform the Society of the passing of Branch member Robin Clarke (4064),
after a short illness, on Thursday 2nd June.
Robin was one of the founder members of the Branch and was always an
enthusiastic contributor to the Branch’s Rosen Award entries. He continued
his life-long interest in printing throughout his retirement, producing
stationery for local businesses and societies on his Risograph and Adana
8x5.
Despite being by far our most senior members, Robin and his wife Jean
were regulars at Branch meetings. Robin had a great knowledge of print
and was always ready to lend a hand, and give tips and friendly advice to
younger members. His generous personality is best summed up by one of
the branch’s newest members, who on hearing of Robin’s passing replied:
“Right from the start he made me feel really welcome. He was a very nice
man – a real gentleman.”
Robin was a member of St Giles parish church in Newark, and a lot of our
Branch members are planning to attend his funeral there on Monday 13th
June.
Mike Edwards (10374)
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Diary of Events
Tuesday July 12th

Meeting at Whitcombe Stables, Dorchester.
Monday October 3rd

Maidenhead Branch

Surrey & Sussex Branch

AGM at Dorothy Sydenham’s, Thame.

Meeting at Adrian Towler’s, Shoreham-by-Sea.

Tuesday October 11th

Saturday July 16th

Surrey & Sussex Branch

Maidenhead Branch

Meeting at Peter Scarratt’s, Crawley.

Meeting at Paul Hatcher’s, Reading.

October 11th to 13th

Monday July 18th

The Print Show

Shropshire Branch
Visit to Halesﬁeld.
Wednesday July 20th

Dorset Branch

NEC, Birmingham
http://www.theprintshow.co.uk/
Saturday October 22nd

Essex Branch Roadshow

Meeting at Whitcombe Stables, Dorchester.

Thaxted Church Craft Fair, Thaxted.

Saturday July 23rd

Sunday October 30th

Essex Branch

Dorset Branch

Visit to the Haven Press, Holland-on-Sea.

Meeting at Whitcombe Stables, Dorchester.

Monday August 15th

Tuesday November 15th

Shropshire Branch

Surrey & Sussex Branch

Visit to Mostly Flat Press.

AGM at Libby & Chris Green’s, Merstham.

Wednesday August 24th

Wednesday November 23rd

Dorset Branch

Dorset Branch

Meeting at Whitcombe Stables, Dorchester.

Meeting at Whitcombe Stables, Dorchester.

Saturday September 3rd

Saturday December 17th

Presstival
The Whittington Press, nr Cheltenham,
Gloucestershire, GL54 4HF
Saturday September 10th

Essex Branch

Dorset Branch
Meeting at Whitcombe Stables, Dorchester.

2017
Friday 21st April to Sunday 23rd April

Visit to the Hell-Box Foundry.

BPS Convention 2017

Tuesday September 13th

Holiday Inn, Newport, South Wales,
NP18 2YG.

Surrey & Sussex Branch
Meeting at Mark Mitchell’s, Westcott.
Wednesday September 21st

Dorset Branch

October 11th to 13th

The Print Show
The International Centre, Telford
http://www.theprintshow.co.uk/

Branch meetings are open to all Society members. Anyone who plans to attend a
meeting who is not a member of the Branch concerned should check with the
Branch Secretary in case details have changed.
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MEMBERSHIP
NEWS & UPDATES

NEW MEMBERS:
10820 Mrs Helen Westhrop
5 Clarendon Road, Earley,
Reading, RG6 1PB
helen.westhrop@btopenworld.com
10821 Miss Rebecca Hurn
Flat 1, 12 Cavendish Road,
Redhill, RH1 4AE
rebecca.hurn@gmail.com
10822 Mr Paul Thewlis
58 Station Road, Harborne,
Birmingham, B17 9LX
paulthewlis@gmail.com

CHANGE OF ADDRESS:
10061 Mr R. Sumsion
52 Pevensey Park Road, Westham,
Pevensey, BN24 5HW

Branch Secretaries
Dorset
Win Armand Smith
01258 830628
dorset@bpsnet.org.uk

Essex
Gwen Harper
01268 776663
essex@bpsnet.org.uk

Lincolnshire & District
Michael Edwards
01733 562867
lincoln@bpsnet.org.uk

London
Matt McKenzie
07836 785505
london@bpsnet.org.uk

Maidenhead
Paul Hatcher

10791 Ms Mavina Baker
The White Cottage, The Green,
Denton, Oxford, OX44 9JE

01189 666124
maidenhead@bpsnet.org.uk

DONATIONS:

Kevin Thorp

6026 Mrs Kim Lowe
9458 Mr Geordie Hayward

Overseas
00 353 1 8438346
overseas@bpsnet.org.uk

DEATH:

Scotland

4064 Mr Robin Clarke (2 June 2016)

John Easson
01828 628001
scotland@bpsnet.org.uk

ALL MEMBERSHIP RENEWALS

Shropshire

currently £27 for UK, £42 for Overseas,
or £27 Overseas Online only,
and notiﬁcations of change of any
personal or contact details should be
sent to the
Membership Secretary:

Peter Criddle

MARGARET ROOKES, 57 CRAISTON WAY,
GREAT BADDOW, CHELMSFORD,
CM2 8ED
Please make any cheques payable to the
‘British Printing Society’.

07970 722029
swales@bpsnet.org.uk

01743 350208
shropshire15@bpsnet.org.uk

South Wales
Dominic Hartley

Surrey & Sussex
Libby Green
01737 644145
surrey@bpsnet.org.uk
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Branch Reports
Dorset Branch
May Meeting

W

e welcomed George and Suzanne
back to the May meeting of the Dorset
Branch and were pleased to hear he is
gradually getting better from his serious illness.
We send best wishes to Robin Munday and
Libby Green for a speedy recovery from their
respective illness and accident and we look

platen dressing, roller casting etc. It will be an
interesting set of meetings.
Win was just back from a trip to the USA,
visiting print shops and a type foundry, maybe
more on that later, and, in a scrap store found
the same plastic ring binders that Nick Hand
had shown us at the convention in Bristol.
He used them to make a drying rack for his
printing. Win demonstrated with some card

Nick Hand Drying Rack.

forward to hearing that they are on the mend.
Jean and Ron had been to Newport to
see the venue for the 2017 Convention and
gave a very favourable report. The Executive
Committee will be helping South Wales Branch
to organize the Convention, 21 to 23 April
2017. Jean put out an appeal to all members to
help with bundle items before the event.
We had a long discussion about future
meetings and worked out a programme
for the next few months to include design,

The Hopkinson Press

Nick Hand Drying Rack.

and members put in an order for more from
Portland as they cost 5 cents each, about 3p!
In fact she found a box of 50 on Ebay, they
were 20p each and Jean has already used hers
to good effect. The rest will be delivered to the
next branch meeting. They will be known as
the Nick Hand drying racks!
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Essex Branch
May Meeting

O

Border and Type Setup.

Jean was delighted to present George Webb
with two trophies from the Convention, The
Printer of the Year Cup and the Publishing
Group Award. George had not been able to
attend the convention as he was in hospital so
we had the belated ceremony at the end of our
meeting.
A couple of days after the meeting Win met
with Jean and Ron to go on a couple of visits to
venues on Dorset Art Weeks. Over 300 studios
are open throughout the county, we visited
a couple of galleries and Poole Printmakers.
This studio was founded by the late John
Liddell, a member of the BPS. We looked at
some delightful prints, Ron took some photos
of the presses and we talked to the members
who were there. It is a thriving centre for
printmaking, a credit to John.
There is a photo of a table top press, a
Hopkinson press set up with an attractive
border and type. There was also a larger
Hopkinson Press and a small etching press.
Win Armand Smith (10716)
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nce again the intrepid team of the Essex
Branch ventured forth to bravely print
letterpress in the open air. For once the
weather behaved itself and we had a record
crowd of over 800 through the gates.
Len Friend, our leader had supplied us with
twin gazebos in case of inclement weather,
and we were perfectly positioned by the huge
steam “Marshall” Lilleshall triple expansion
engine, breathing steadily over our heads.
Three storeys high, it was originally used as a
water pumping station. Even better we were
just opposite the tea room!
Four members’ presses were up and
running, including two not seen at Langford
before. Ron Rookes had a fully restored Adana
8x5 which he was using for the ﬁrst time in
public. Sensibly Ron had done it the fun way,
and had purchased a bit of a wreck from a
B.P.S. auction and had skilfully and patiently
brought it back to A1 condition. It printed
superbly. I noticed he had ﬁtted it with a chase
base from Lyme Bay Press which impressed
me greatly (pardon the pun!) I must investigate
these as they do make a gorgeous copy. Ron
caused much merriment during the day with
his printed novelty give-away, “A Round-Tuit
“and gales of laughter from the punters every
time he explained its meaning, which kept our
spirits up during the day.

Chase Base and ‘Round Tuit’.

Len Friend had forsaken his usual Flywheel
Pearl press and had a real Essex press on the
go. This was made in Southend-On-Sea by the
Ajax Company In the late 1930’s. This press is
a real rarity and belongs to our old friend John
Alexander. John was unable to be with us this

Len Friend with the Ajax Major.

year due to a recent illness, so we all wish him
well and a speedy return to the fold before too
long.
Len had a good line in “Wanted” posters
which the public could personalise with their
own names. Speaking of the Ajax reminds me
that Bob Richardson has just acquired one and
Alan Brignull carefully went over the press
with his Vernier scale and measured the exact
roller sizes for Bob. Such is the camaraderie of
the B.P.S. Alan had a delightful keepsake which
he was printing on his Adana Quarto ﬂatbed.
Incidentally I heard from Caslon/Adana that
these are now a really sought after press and
the ﬁrm has a waiting list of people prepared
to spend £1,000 to own one. I think Alan
purchased his from a second-hand furniture
shop for considerably less! Chris Brinson was

kept busy with his Adana 8x5 printing souvenir
bookmarks and keepsakes featuring vintage
and retro blocks of the Steam variety.
The public we meet during the day are
always keen to chat about letterpress printing,
and nostalgia is the order of the day. John
Bull printing outﬁts are often mentioned,
together with learning printing at school. We
also have visits from professional printers,
and one such was from The Bank of England
who is part of the team working on the new
treasury notes. He told us that the new £20
notes will be printed on plastic, and will feature
Winston Churchill, together with a see-through
panel let in to the note. Each note is printed
in ﬁve different processes to make it virtually
impossible to forge.
Among many visitors to our stand it was a
great delight to ﬁnally meet Geoff Giles from
Berkhamstead in Hertfordshire. He was the
chap who ran Peacock Blocks for so many
years, and gave such sterling service to hobby
printers all over the UK for decades. He is now
enjoying his retirement, and it was a pleasure
to thank him for all his help face to face.
Once again the Essex Branch had triumphed,
and another happy day had passed in excellent

Alan’s set up and Adana Quarto.

company. In our efforts to achieve outreach
with our printing demonstrations we had once
again raised awareness for the British Printing
Society and revived an interest in the craft of
letterpress.
Chris. Brinson (10631)
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Maidenhead Branch
May Meeting

O

ur meeting on Saturday 21st May
took place at Tiger Design & Print in
Cookham, Berkshire. We were warmly
welcomed by Richard Owen and discussions
took place on the doorstep about the
unﬁnished kit cars and a newly acquired trailer.
Richard has always dabbled in cars and things
mechanical and, now that printing is harder to
come by, perhaps he has more time for such
pursuits. There were ﬁve branch members
present and we were pleased to welcome
a newcomer to the Society, Phillip Mannion
[10818] who lives at Binﬁeld near Bracknell.
Phillip is an artist printer who wants to print
and bind books for pleasure rather than proﬁt,
and we had quite a discussion about the best
ways of going about this. We looked at the
autographical novel that Richard wrote whilst
he was recovering from his heart operation
and debated the relative merits of size and
materials in order to achieve a good result. At
present Phillip is drafting his book in Word but
the use of Publisher was recommended by
some of the group who are Microsoft fans. Of
course, Richard is a Mac follower so we then
had another debate about the merits of the
rival operating systems! I don’t think we put
Phillip off with our suggestions: he wants to
put some ideas to the test and report back.
Our meeting didn’t include any practical
printing but Richard was keen to show us
some examples of recent jobs that he has
done and the way that the printing trade is
evolving as digital gets cheaper and more
commonplace. It would appear that he is being
given more complex work that rival companies
don’t want to do and he showed us examples
of business cards and business literature that
had particular difﬁculties. With Oliver and
Heidelberg litho machines, Richard is well able
to handle this work but it isn’t always cost-
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effective or time-effective.
We concluded the business part of the
meeting with a discussion about the Bristol
Convention and how well most of our
organisation worked out. Members were
pleased with the programme and the almost
seamless way that the talks and meetings
happened on time and with few technical
difﬁculties. A lot of delegates appeared to
have made an effort to arrive in time for the
inaugural talk at 5pm on the Friday evening by
our Special Guest, Angie Butler. Because we
started early and were able to have evening
dinner at 6pm, delegates were able to attend
all the talks and even a Council meeting if they
were involved in that. This required stamina,
and the entries for the competitions were
disappointing; maybe the quizzes were too
hard or perhaps delegates hadn’t sufﬁcient
free time! Delight was expressed with the
attendance at the Trade Show and the high
number of traders. Obviously a free table is
popular with members. There were some very
interesting tables with enticing items for sale
and superb examples of printing to admire.
However, it would have been good to have had
more demonstrations going on. There were a
record number of visitors at the Convention
just on the Saturday and they were keen to
learn as well as purchase from the various
stalls. Bob had brought along the completed
balance sheet for the Convention and there
wasn’t a lot of discussion about it, so members
must have been satisﬁed that everything
was in order. A vote was taken to accept the
accounts and this was carried unanimously.
Caroline was determined not to let us go
home hungry, so before we departed there
was some social time interspersed with very
tasty refreshments and more tea and coffee.
Thank you Richard and Caroline, you hosted a
very interesting meeting.
Bob Edwards (9527)

SALES SECRETARY
Please Note
The new Sales Secretary
is
Terry Shapland
Acorn Cottage
28 Oak Street
Feltwell
Thetford
Norfolk
IP26 4DD
email: sales@bpsnet.org.uk

FOR SALE
•

Various Cases of Type
(Mainly Stephenson Blake)

•

Type Cases & Frames Etc
Moulton Printing

01253 342992 | info@moultonprinting.com
132 igl o lc pool
www.moultonprinting.com
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Line Ads

sshhh!!!

FOR SALE

we could be your
best kept secret...

Old Small Printer magazines
Complete sets (12 issues per year) from
1994 to 2007 inclusive.

The quickest and easiest

The front page is missing from 1994,
otherwise all are in good condition.

TRADE ONLY

£10 per year, to include post + packing.

online ordering system for
NCR sets, books and pads
www.print4printers.co.uk

John McIver (4091)

Register now
To access instant
trade only prices
£20 off your first order
Just select BPS SMALL PRINTER when registering

RE
PR
O

CARRIAGE

YOUR
PROFIT

PAPER

P4P
print for
printers

YOUR
PROFIT

PRINTED,
FINISHED &

LABOUR

DELIVERED
OUTSOURCE
O
IN 5-7 DAYS
TO P4P

Our unique online ordering system gives
you instant quotes, and puts you in total
control of your trade ncr outsourcing.
We print directly from the reel and pass
the savings on to you. In many cases we
can print and deliver for less than the
cost of the sheetfed raw materials.
Print4Printers
Unit F Salcombe Court
Meadow Lane Industrial Estate
Alfreton DE55 7EG
Tel: 01773 743621
Email: info@print4printers.co.uk
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P4P
print for
printers

BPS Member No. 10735

Outsource to Print4Printers

Produce In-House

Copies of the Publishing Group’s PG
Annual/Small Printing for the years
2011 to 2014 are available from the
BPS website for £7.50 each including
UK postage. http://www.bpsnet.org.uk/
PGSmallPrinting/index.html

Missing a copy of Small Printer? Back
copies are available for years 2009 to
2015 from the BPS website. http://www.
bpsnet.org.uk/smallprinter/index.html

WANTED
Letterpress Machines
and Type
Anything considered
please contact
printerbits@googlemail.com
01474 748 532
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BPS SHOP
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Support your Society and purchase from an increasing selection of items
available at a very reasonable cost

Polo Shirts in Black with Gold Logo
(Small, Medium, Large, XLarge or XX Large)

£15 plus £3 UK carriage

Printers Aprons in Black with Gold Logo
£ 14 plus £3 UK carriage

Cufﬂinks £3.50 per pair plus £1 UK carriage
Badges £1 each plus 75p UK carriage

Send order or inquiry to your Sales Secretary
(Contact details on inner front page of this issue of Small Printer)
Do you have ideas for further items that might be of interest in order to advertise
and generate membership of your Branch?
Umbrellas, Caps, Sweatshirts, Mugs, Mousemats?
Ask and Terry will investigate availability/cost

Small Printer Advertising Rates
/LQHDGYHUWV WH[WRQO\ SHUPRQWK0HPEHUV2QO\
Display advertisements 1/4 page per month

Free (up to 50 words) then 10p per word
£7.00

Display advertisements 1/2 page per month

£15.00

Display advertisements Full page per month

£25.00

Advertisement as a Printed Insert (A5)

£25.00

Advertisement as a Printed Insert (A4 folded to A5)

£30.00

The Editor and Advertising Manager reserve the right to refuse any advertisement Although every eort
will be made to publish an advertisement in a specied issue if requested, this cannot be guaranteed
The same display advertisement appearing in four or more consecutive issues is subject to a 10%
discount and when in seven or more consecutive issues subject to a 15% discount.
Cheques payable to “British Printing Society” and material should be sent as follows or contact
the Advertising Manager if you wish to pay by PayPal
Line Advertisments should be sent to the Editor by the 10th of the month prior to publication.
Display Advertisments should be sent with payment to the Advertising Manager also by the 10th.
Printed inserts (350) must be sent with payment to the Mailer so as to arrive by the 25th of the month.
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Ye Olde ‘One-Stop’ Letterpress Shoppe!
Re-manufactured Adana machines including treadle platens and proof presses - Composing sticks,
typescales, galleys, furniture, quoins, quoin keys, planers, tweezers, bodkins - New & second-hand type
laid in cases and/or wooden cabinets, @ signs, # signs, + signs, borders, dashes, rules and spacing
materials. High definition Rubber inking Rollers, a full colour range of letterpress inks, tympan manila
platen dressing sheets and gauge pins. We also service and refurbish customer’s own machines.
Our AdanaLite Photopolymer system enables you to easily make negatives and
letterpress plates at home. We supply a range of polymer plates at competitive
prices and make mounting bases to order to suit your machine and thickness of
plates you wish to use. Professional, Reliable & Expert advice always available.
Why would you go anywhere else?

J

+44 1727 852 211

www.caslon.co.uk

Moulton Printing 01253 342992 www.moultonprinting.com

